Gallup Mid School
Students are expected to be neat,
clean, and appropriately dressed for
learning while on campus or on school
sponsored activities and field trips.
Interpretation of the following dress
code is subject to administrative discretion. All uniforms and school clothing must be clear of any writing from
pens/markers.

POLO SHIRTS
SHORT/LONG
SLEEVES
SOLID COLORS:
WHITE, PINK,
GREEN, ORANGE,
YELLOW, TAN,
GRAY, OR PURPLE
UNDERSHIRTS must
be polo shirt colors only.
Shirts must hang or be tucked in. Shirts
may NOT be tied or knotted in front, side,
or back of the shirt.



Shirt or undershirt may not be longer
than wrist length.



Shirts must have buttons and only the
top two buttons may be open.



Undershirts must not be see-through
or low-cut in the front or have any inappropriate symbols or innuendo

PANTS

SWEATSHIRTS/
SWEATERS

COTTON SLACKS OR DRESS PANTS
LONG OR CAPRI LENGTH
BLACK, NAVY BLUE OR KHAKI SOLID
COLOR
Pants must be worn at the waist
and FIT properly. No saggy, baggy, oversized or tight fitting, stretch
pants.

No denim, sweatpants, wind
pants, or warm-ups or Spandex/
stretch pants are allowed.
No oversized cargo pockets that
hang open or are larger than 7
inches across

SHORTS
COTTON SHORTS
 6 INCH INSEAM
BLACK, NAVY BLUE OR KHAKI
SOLID COLOR

Short length should not be more than
2 inches above the knee.
NO denim, or athletic type shorts are allowed.
No oversized cargo pockets that hang open or are
larger that 7 inches across

SKIRTS
BLACK, NAVY OR KHAKI
SOLID COLOR
Skirts must reach the top of the
knee or longer (no miniskirts).



PLAIN GRAY
CREWNECK SWEATSHIRT



PLAIN / SIMPLE (no lettering, large decals / pictures / symbols / sequins / embellishments) GRAY
SWEATER (pull-over / cardigan ) WITH NO HOODIE, or
GMS SPIRIT SWEATSHIRT

Polo shirt is visible under the
collar. Gray or GMS spirit sweatshirts /
Sweaters are considered part of the uniform
and may be worn in the classroom.

JACKETS/HOODIES
NOT PERMITTED IN THE
HALLWAY OR CLASSROOM;
must be stored in locker and not
to be carried in the hallway.

OUTER WEAR: Jackets, Coats, Hoodies,
Pullovers, etc. will be stored in lockers
during classroom instruction times.
Outerwear will be allowed to be worn
before school and lunchtime.
ACCESSORIES

Belts must fit around the waist, be secured in

belt loops, & not extend more than six inches

beyond the buckle.

Red or blue accessories (shoe-strings,
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belts, etc.) are not allowed.

Prohibited:
Items not
allowed

Spirit Day Friday
Guidelines

Accessories prohibited including, but not
limited to:



GMS Mustang T-shirt and denim jeans or
denim shorts (black or blue in color)



studded bracelets, belts, or necklaces;





Undershirts must be polo colors, no black,
blue or red

belt loop or chain wallets, chains that
connect body piercing and belts that
extend more than 6 inches beyond
the buckle or hang down;



Spirit Sweatshirt, polo-shirt or Spirit T-Shirt,
and denim jeans or denim shorts



Safety pins, straight pins, paperclips,
or similar objects used as decoration
or accessories on any type of attire.
These objects may be considered
weapons.





Athletic wristbands, armbands, or
gloves that cover arms

Jeans/shorts must not be worn below the
waist in a manner that exposes underwear or
bare skin. Pant cuffs that drag on the floor or
which have a width that exceeds the length
of the student’s shoe or are wider than the
thigh. Pants/jeans must fit at the waist, fit in
the crotch, and be properly hemmed or
cuffed. No clothing/jeans that are shredded
or frayed.



NO STRETCH PANTS OR LEGGINGS

Clothing, tattoos, buttons, purses, backpacks, or accessories that advertise, display, or promote any drug (including tobacco and alcohol), sexual innuendo,
violence, weaponry, disruptive symbols,
profanity, hate, or bigotry towards any
group or is offensive, disrespectful to
other individuals. For example: ICP,
skulls, inappropriate insignias, or “in
memory of” clothing are not allowed.




Solid, plain beanie caps are accepted outside only during cold weather.
Sunglasses are not allowed unless
prescription or transition lenses
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Non–Uniform Days (Picture Day, Uniform Buyout Day, etc.– Students are expected to follow
the District Dress code requirements listed in the
student handbook. Please check with the office if
there are any questions about students can or
cannot wear. Any non-uniform days will be announced via daily announcements and/or a parent link phone call.

Gallup Mid School
1001 S. Grandview Dr.
Gallup, NM 87301
Phone: (505) 721-2700
Fax: (505) 721-2799
Copies of the complete GMS dress code
are available at Gallup Mid School.
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